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Abstract - Large world corporations need corresponding 

information technology (IT) support as well as constant 

improvement of software tools, which should enable further 

business development and more efficient work to 

operational organizations. The main interest of IT support 

organizations is currently more and more connected with 

mobile IT equipment of the employees. Specific business 

mobile applications improve the efficiency and result in new 

operating possibilities. 

The cooperation between Ericsson Nikola Tesla (ENT) and 

Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing (FER) of 

the Zagreb University, has enabled a fast development of 

competencies in ENT, necessary for mobile application 

development and quality realization of innovative solution 

for platforms iOS and Android. In this cooperation at the 

project realization the methodology of application 

development was defined, the corresponding competencies 

were developed, the system architecture was designed 

together with the communication of mobile application and 

back-end IT systems.  

In the project the iterative development approach, tools for 

software code versioning and project control have been used 

thus enabling continuous insight in project progressing. At 

any moment it was possible to determine priorities of 

functional development and solution elements, as well as to 

realize the necessary additional transfer of knowledge. 

The project has resulted in an enterprise mobile application 

for iOS and Android platforms, which had been 

implemented and tested in several countries. The complete 

solution enables data management by means of the portal, 

thus decreasing the frequent changes of users’ mobile 

application and significantly accelerating the process of new 

functionalities introduction. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The growing variety of devices, computing styles, user 
contexts and interaction paradigms, consequences of bring 
your own device (BYOD) programs that are significantly 
increasing the size of the mobile workforce is placing 
tremendous strain on Information Technology (IT) 
organizations [1]. Mobility is the megatrend in enterprise 
networking. 

Reach mobility possibilities are demanding the new IT 
knowledge on creating expanded user interface models 
that can connect people and information in new and 
different ways. Mobility and BOYD create both efficiency 
and challenges. When employees have information and 

communication tools on the move and at their fingertips, 
enterprises can make decisions more quickly, 
communicate more effectively, and interface more closely 
with their partners and customers. 

BYOD and mobility drive demand for more pervasive 
networks, multi-mode devices, and more sophisticated 
applications and user interfaces. 

The worldwide tablets and smartphones shipment 
significantly outpaced the PC shipments numbers. In 
2014, the worldwide tablet market is forecasted to grow 
47 percent [2]. Sales results in Croatia in the first half of 
2013 show tremendous growth: 349.000 smartphones and 
172.089 tablets or 61% and 780% sales growth compared 
to the first half of the previous year [3]. Worldwide 
combined shipments of devices (PCs, tablets, ultramobiles 
and mobile phones) are projected to reach 2.5 billion units 
in 2014 (Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1.  Worldwide Device Shipments by Segment (Thousands of 

Units) 

Enterprise IT organizations have to act. Evolutions by 
means of internal transformations are needed in three 
different directions:  

 New knowledge; focus towards mobile 
applications, 

 New way of working; service oriented 
approach, 

 True business partner in operational 
development and business excellence; 
savings and revenue focused innovations. 

New knowledge is necessary to develop and provide 
enterprise mobile application that takes center stage as 
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mobility adoption increases. The mobile apps 
development lifecycle is unlike the traditional application 
development lifecycle, so there is a need for new 
management tools, and existing skills do not transfer from 
desktop application development to mobile app 
development because the patterns for building efficiency, 
performance, and security into mobile devices are 
different [4]. The new released apps should consider the 
application lifecycle management, application 
distributions, performance management, monitoring and 
analytics, version management, security, etc. – and this is 
all new for traditional enterprise IT. 

To speed up the required evolution, Ericsson Nikola 
Tesla (ENT) decided to engage external qualified partner 
in know-how for knowledge transfer. The choice fell on 
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering 
and Computing (FER), and cooperation in boosting 
mobile application development knowledge through 
concrete project execution has started. 

II. COOPERATION 

The cooperation goals were to gather information, best 
practices on mobile development approach and to create a 
new mobile application development initial team across 
the existing organization unit structure. Final delivered 
apps were supposed to be implemented on global 
corporate scale, so cooperation with colleagues from 
USA, Sweden and other test countries were established. 

The knowledge management system plays a vital role 
in supporting the organization to increase its level of 
innovation by facilitating access to knowledge, 
encouraging the free flow of ideas, and by supporting and 
accelerating the learning processes within the 
organization. This was all achieved through this 
cooperation. Figure 2. describes 5-phase organizational 
knowledge development serving as innovation founder 
[5].  

 

Figure 2.  5-phase organisational knowledge development  

Core and non-core specific competence found inside 
the company and assigned to the project are the following:  

 System development, software design, test 
and verification,  

 Graphical user interfaces design,  

 IP network design,  

 Application and database servers design,  

 Security and 

 Specific application requirements 
competence.  

In a broader perspective, the cooperation should 
establish overall framework to improve company 
competence building, mobility, administration, efficiency 
and productivity by deploying new innovative mobile 
enterprise applications. Knowledge management system is 
critical to get this done; hence phase approach shown in 
Figure 3. was established.  

 

 

Figure 3.  Cooperation phase approach 

iOS [8] and Android [9] knowledge were built as 
starting step (Phase I) thus corresponding to Create 
Knowledge in 5-phase approach. Solution architecture, 
functional and non-functional requirements were defined 
and designed (Phase II) and correspond to 
Capture/Acquire Knowledge. Adjusting corporate 
ecosystem by applying tools and processes were used in 
Phase III in parallel with other activities. This phase is 
covered with Apply Knowledge from 5-phase approach. 
Iterative development (Phase IV) was used and each 
iteration was resulting with set of deployable 
functionalities which corresponded to Deploy/Access 
Knowledge in 5-phase approach. Each iteration (except 
the first one) was followed by deployment phase (Phase 
V), which corresponds to Apply Knowledge.  

III. MOBILE PLATFORM 

A number of different mobile platforms exist. Two of 
the most widely used are Android and iOS. Together, they 
account for more than 65% of all mobile phones [10]. 

The Android Open Source Project is a project initiated 
by the Open Handset Alliance, led and developed by 
Google. It is open source and manufacturer independent 
[11]. Different manufacturers, e.g. Samsung, HTC, 
Motorola, port Android to their devices, mostly by 
implementing drivers and other device-specific features. 
The operating system itself remains the same, allowing the 
same application to be used on all Android devices, 
regardless of their manufacturer. There is an Android 
Compatibility Program designed to ensure this. Each 
manufacturer needs to comply with the Android 
Compatibility Definition Document (CDD) and pass the 
Compatibility Test Suite (CTS) [12]. Android itself is 
written mostly in C and C++, while user interface 
elements are written in Java. Due to Android’s use of the 
Dalvik Virtual Machine instead of the regular Java Virtual 
Machine, applications for Android are written in the Java 
programming language and compiled specifically for 
Android. 
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iOS, on the other hand, is a closed system, developed 
and used exclusively by Apple for their mobile devices, 
including iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. Applications for 
iOS are written in ObjectiveC. 

Both platforms have their respective application stores. 
Developers of consumer applications submit their 
applications to the store. The application is then reviewed 
for compliance with the store’s terms and requirements 
and published. Since corporate applications can be 
distributed internally, there are fewer requirements since 
there is no store review. 

New versions of both iOS and Android are published 
regularly. Android is currently in version 4.4, Application 
Programming Interface (API) level 19. When deciding 
which versions to support, we decided to go with version 
2.1, API level 7 and newer ones. This is done because all 
needed features were already available in that version, 
there are no phones in our corporate environment with 
older Android versions and global use of older versions is 
also negligible [13]. iOS is currently in version 7, but at 
the time of development was in version 6. We decided to 
support versions 6 and 7 because all iPhones since version 
3GS are capable of running those versions, all devices in 
our corporate environment have at least version 6, and 
share of these two versions is 96% [14]. 

Unlike iOS, which runs on only two different screen 
sizes on phones, Android phones have numerous different 
screen sizes and screen resolutions. Drivers and core 
services on Android phones are usually implemented by 
manufacturers, which means that sometimes, due to either 
bugs or differences in implementations, same services 
behave differently on different Android phones of the 
same operating system version. As an example, we 
discovered that one of our users had a phone which did 
not handle a certain feature properly, unlike all other 
manufacturers which we tried, for the same Android 
version. It also means that an application has to be 
scalable to support different screen sizes. 

One of the challenges on iOS was detecting whether 
the user is currently in roaming. Although the iOS has this 
information, it is not accessible by applications, probably 
due to privacy concerns.  

Also due to the decision to support iOS version 6 and 
7, we had to switch to the new Xcode, Apple’s Integrated 
Development Environment (IDE) for developing iOS 
applications. Unfortunately with the new IDE there was a 
change in the User Interface (UI) of the IDE and 
development team had to spend more time to adapt to the 
new version changes. In addition to the changes of the 
IDE, there was a change in the iOS itself. The new iOS 
has brought enhancements in graphical elements behavior 
which consequently automatically fixed graphical 
outstanding issues on iOS 6 that had been preventing a 
proper implementation of customer graphic requirements. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Tools 

When working in a team, one of the important aspects 
is how to enable efficient code synchronization and 
sharing between team members. To facilitate this, a 

number of different version control systems exist, e.g. 
CVS, SVN, Git [15]. We decided to choose Git due to its 
performance and built-in support in Xcode, Apple’s 
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and in 
Eclipse, used for Android development. Online services 
for Git hosting are available, both paid and free, but we 
decided to set up our own server based on the Gitblit stack 
[16] considering the commercial and internal nature of the 
project. 

Another challenge when working in a team on a 
project is project management. We decided to use 
ChiliProject, an open source, web based project 
management system [17]. It provides support for the 
complete project lifecycle, including setting up, tracking 
the issues and reporting work progress. It allowed us to 
keep track of who is working on what, and the progress of 
that work. It was a very important tool in tracking 
everyone’s work and ensuring on-time deliveries. 

From technical perspective, mobile development 
strategy with frameworks automates a large amount of the 
plumbing necessary to build mobile applications allowing 
developers to focus on the user interface, experience and 
integration into business processes.  

On iOS we use a number of open source frameworks 
for different functionalities. For logging we use the 
Lumberjack framework [18]. It is an almost drop-in 
replacement for the built in logging facility i.e. uses the 
same syntax with a different object, but offers a variety of 
output devices unlike the built in facility. It enables the 
developer to specify one or more logging destinations, 
including console, debug window of the IDE, file system 
or a custom log processor. Single log message is then 
written to all these locations simultaneously. 

For crash reporting in iOS, we use the QuincyKit 
framework [19]. It consists of the client part running on 
the customer’s phone and the server part running on the 
developer’s server. On every application restart after a 
crash the framework detects the crash and uploads all the 
relevant crash information to its server. This information 
includes the code which was currently executing at the 
time of the crash. 

iOS already has a data persistence framework, Core 
Data, which enables the developer to store objects [20]. 
To further simplify the use of this feature, we decided to 
use the MagicalRecord framework [21]. It builds on top of 
the Core Data framework allowing clear and simple one-
line fetches. 

Although iOS has different kinds of progress 
indicators and user alerts, it is not possible to use or 
customize them using a public API. To address this, we 
used the MBProgressHUD framework which provides 
iOS-style progress indicators, user alerts and messages 
[22]. 

On Android we used in most cases frameworks built 
into the Android API.  

B. Process 

For the application development, we used agile 
approach [6] with iterative development. Daily monitoring 
of the progress and a scrum like framework [7] is used for 
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the project management. The team members were not 
fully assigned to this project so we defined few days in 
week as days for this project only. This rule was in most 
cases applied. 

The project has been divided in four major iterations, 
with a cycle of two to three weeks. At the beginning of 
each iteration, we had a meeting to define the goals we 
should achieve in the current iteration. Depending on the 
objective of the iteration we also planned the competence 
development. 

On a daily bases we have a short meetings analyzing 
current iteration tasks progress. Since team-members were 
on different locations, teleconference or videoconference 
with screen sharing has been used. Depending of gaps 
between existing and required knowledge to complete 
development tasks, additional consultations for further 
competence development were prepared and executed. 

The above operation can be defined as scrum-like 
since each iteration has been divided in smaller individual 
tasks sorted by priorities. Each development iteration 
cycle can be considered as a sprint in which  development 
team develops the application. 

C. Testing 

Because of the iterative application development 
method, short deadlines for application completions and 
large amount of UI element, the development was not 
based on the Test Driven Development (TDD) process. A 
unit test is created just for checking work that doesn’t 
require UI, while other tests were performed during the 
development of the application and at the end of every 
iteration.  

After completion of the integration testing of all 
components, we began beta testing that we conduct in 
several countries. User guides for all supported iPhone 
and Android devices were also created. These guides are 
divided into three parts:  

 An introduction to mobile app (detailing pre-
requisites),  

 A guide to the app on specific mobile 
platform and  

 A description of how to get more help, a list 
of procedures to perform and detail 
instructions how to provide feedback and get 
in contact with Operations and development 
team. 

The problem with beta testing with users is how to get 

feedback from them and their phones. That is the reason 

we have integrated feedback option in both versions of 

application. Usage of integrated feedback, log mechanism 

are a preferred way of communication with development 

team because we get additional info about the operating 

system and type of device in use. 

Users can send comments for improvements, 

malfunction reports and can send logs or crash reports. 

Logs and crash reports are primarily assistance for 

developers bug finding. Sent data logs include various 

information about Android phone versions of OS and 

phone models and skins. 

Feedback is received through Representational State 

Transfer (REST) service and dispatched to all support 

team members from mail daemon running on the server. 

V. BUILDING SOLUTION 

Some of the important requirements for the application 
were as follows: 

 Location independent and 

 Easy to use interface. 

The above requirements have been successfully 

implemented with the proper architecture and design 

solutions, and using well-known ergonomic elements. 
Application is based on the Model-View-Controller 

(MVC) architecture. Benefits of this architecture are to 
have a separate Model (data, business logic), View 
(application screens) and Controller (input elements on 
screen). This model is facilitating team development, 
maintenance existing functionality and testing new 
functionality solutions. 

The application design is based on a client-server 

communication model and the MVC architecture. 

Choosing this design solutions ensure that the data 

obtained through the server communications and stored in 

the model are specific for the chosen location. This 

design allows us to add new location, specific function 

for existing location or to correct data that affect the 

proper operation of the application without the need to 

change the application itself. On the server side 

developed App Portal enables building of location 

specific configuration by responsible persons through 

controllable access permissions. 
 As stated before, communication between the 

application and the server is based on Representational 
State Transfer (REST) architecture. By implementing 
REST architecture we have achieved faster development 
time, simple configurable interface and easier download 
or send data to the server. 

A. Deployment 

Delivery of the application is done in two ways.  

• Enterprise application store (EAS) and 

• Web page. 

Enterprise application store (EAS) is a distribution 
channel for mobile applications where end user can 
download and update specific enterprise applications. It is 
like App Store or Google Play for enterprise.  

It also provides a mechanism of remote administration 
and management of the client phone that allows an 
Enterprise more controllable and secure way to allow 
BYOD possibilities, and to have an efficient way to 
maintain company specific applications. On the other 
hand, if mobile device is stolen or lost, wipe out of all data 
on device and reset to factory settings can be executed 
remotely. 
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The second mechanism is web page distribution. 
Selected Ericsson corporate users for beta testing got 
installation instructions for iOS and Android on a web 
page together with mobile application installation files. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Project success was measured through five different 
perspectives. Ordinary project perspectives: time, cost and 
scope plus two additional and in this project the most 
interesting perspectives: knowledge transfer effectiveness 
and impact on organization. Project valuation perspectives 
are shown in figure 3. With the latest iteration and final 
mobile apps delivery and development phase completion, 
the knowledge transfer effectiveness was evaluated 
considering factors shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Figure 4.  Project valuation perspectives 

Table I.  Knowledge transfer effectiveness evaluation 

Mobile Apps Development – Knowledge Transfer 

Effectiveness 
Assessment of factors fulfillment in knowledge transfer 

Factor: Assessment: 

Cooperation readiness Completely fulfilled 

Knowledge transfer 

organized as a project 

Completely fulfilled 

Cultural differences Not existing; no impact on 

knowledge transfer 

Knowledge transfer 

complexity 

In majority fulfilled(*)  

Time constraints Apps were delivered with slight 

delay 

Budget constraints The budget was slightly 

exceeded 

Previous domain 

knowledge 

There were no previous mobile 

apps development experience 

Previous tools 

knowledge 

Some project members were 

familiar with used tools 

Previous methods 

knowledge 

Some project member were 

familiar with scrum 

methodology 

  

(*) Transfer of knowledge for this specific project scope 

was realized completely. Fundamentals for mobile apps 

development were established. However, with new and 

different mobile apps requirements there will be need for 

further competence development. 
The project was successful. Joint cooperation between 

FER and ENT assured ENT the new IT strategic 
knowledge and starting capability that will be utilized as 
new demands from evolving corporate mobility eco-
systems are coming.  The whole cycle (Figure 2) for 
specific delivery project was closed but further cycles with 
continual knowledge creation, effective growth and new 
innovation should come.     
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